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Sigma University, Vadodara, and Healis Sekhsaria Institute for public
Health (Healis), Navi-Mumbai hereby agree to have an Academic
Collaboration with each other, in the following areas of mutual interest.

m

1. JOINT CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAM FOR RESEARCHERS
AND Ph.D. STUDENTS: Both Healis and SIGMA University, Ett their
own discretion and in concordance with the policies and terms &
conditions laid down by each organization individually, will help
researchers and scholars from Healis and SIGMA University to
complete their research activity by providing all possible hg1p in
terms of expertise, knowledge, eguipment's, chemicals, etc.

2. RESEARCH: Both Healis and SIGMA University will explore
common research areas of interest to work in collaboration
wherever feasible. The findings will be joinily published by
researchers involved from Healis and sIGMA University.

3' JOfNTLY APPLY FOR FUNDING: Both Healis and SIGMA University
wherever possible will jointly apply for receiving funds from various
Government, non-government, and international organizations such
as DST, csIR, AICTE, etc, and to corporates, for csR funds.
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INCUBATION CENTRE: Healis may at its own discretion help in
Nurturing, Encouraging and Supporting Entrepreneurial activities on

SIGMA University Campus.

5. ACCESS TO LIBRARY: SIGMA University and Healis both

organizations agree to provide access to their facilities such as the

library, laboratory, computational, technical, etc to each other for

scientific a nd resea rch pu rposes,

This collaboration is valid for a period of five years from this date and is
further renewable based on mutual consent. Also, either side can
terminate the same with one month's written notice, without assigning any
reasons whatsoever,

Authorized Signatory
Dr. Mangesh S Pednekar
Director
Healis Sekhsaria fnstitute of
Public Health, Navi Mumbai

Date : Jan 08th, 2024

Authorized Signatory
Dr. Priyesh Gandhi
Provost (Vice Chancellor)
SIGMA UNIVERSITY
Vadodara
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